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Video: 70 Years of NATO. The Florence Declaration
Calls for NATO-Exit

By Comitato No Nato No Guerra
Global Research, May 06, 2019
PandoraTV 3 May 2019

The following video (Part I) brings to the forefront the analysis and debate on NATO’s 70th
anniversary in Florence, Italy (april 7, 2019).

The Florence Declaration adopted by more than 600 participants calls for NATO-Exit: the
withdrawal of NATO member states from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 

The object of the Florence Declaration is NATO-EXIT. The Dismantling of NATO and the
closure of US military bases. 

NATO is not an Alliance. It is an organisation under the command of the Pentagon, and
its objective is the military control of Western and Eastern Europe.

US bases  in  the  member  countries  of  NATO serve  to  occupy  these  countries,  by
maintaining a permanent military presence which enables Washington to influence and
control their policies and prevent genuine democratic choices.

NATO is a war machine which works for the interests of the United States, with the
complicity of  the major European power groups, staining itself  with crimes against
humanity.

For full text of the Florence Declaration click here:

Italian and English
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